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Praise  

‘A novel rich in historical detail and memorable characters. Tautly 
paced and extensively researched.’ 
~ Dave Chua, author of Gone Case 

‘An engrossing read … a testimony of Eva Wong Nava’s attention to period details 
and exquisite storytelling skills’ 
~ Felix Cheong, award-winning author of Sprawl: A Graphic Novel 

‘A riveting and masterfully crafted historical fiction.’ 
~ Vivian Teo, author of the My BFF Is an Alien series 

‘A haunting feast for the senses.’ 
~ Daryl Kho, author of Mist-bound 

‘This is an exciting piece of historical fiction anchored by relatable characters, 
and is the best way to experience the past.’ 
~ Audrey Chin, author of The Ash House 

‘A beautiful, haunting, visceral experience. You'll savour the sights, sounds and 
smells of pre-WW II Singapore and be mesmerized by a cast  of characters  as 
delicately layered and sumptuously rich as a  delicious kueh lapis. If this book were 
a dish, it would deserve five Michelin Stars. Eva Wong-Nava cooks up a special tale 
that will be savoured by generations to come.’ 
~ Dave Seow, children’s book author of more than 45 books.  
  
‘In this fresh and richly-detailed YA historical novel, Eva Wong Nava helps to 
expose Western readers, in particular, to the culture of 1930s British Malaya, 
exposing new audiences not only to words like Peranakan and Pontianak, but to the 
plight of the young mui tsai sold as indentured servants into homes like that of 
"Number One Madam”, where they must struggle against the prevailing norms to 
find any semblance of happiness, contentment, or sense of identity.’ 
~ E.S. Alexander, award-winning non-fiction writer and author of historical novel, Lies That 
Blind.  

‘This is the most flavourful book! First we are served mouth-watering Nyonya 
dishes, but then the taste turns bitter. Bitter like the Chinese medicine girls sip to 
stem a bleed. The House of Little Sisters brings to life an often forgotten time, a time 
were little girls were sold to work in the big houses of rich Peranakan families. They 
face rape, exploitation, and loneliness. Thankfully, Eva Wong Nava also shows us 
love, hope, and change in the air for girls like Mei Mei. This book is an eye-opening 
window into the lives of Singapore's mui tsai, that I highly recommend to 
teenagers and their parents alike.’ 
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~Karien van Ditzhuijzen, author of A Yellow House. 

‘Riveting and impossible to put down! Such a beautiful, exciting, bittersweet story 
of old Nanyang that is suffused with longing and nostalgia. The cast of characters 
come alive through Eva’s masterful storytelling, and we see the story unfold 
through their eyes like a waking dream. Absolutely loved it!’ 
~ Sim Ee Waun, author of  The House on Silat Road & The House on Palmer Road 
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Preface 

It is said that in a land known as British Malaya, where monsoon winds blow and 
the air is hot and humid, legends and folklore abound. They were brought to this 
land by travellers and seafarers who must become masters, servants and 
merchants, and wear a new skin known to their descendants as diaspora.  

	 It is known that ghosts and spirits live amongst the people of this land, that 
their powerful essences and energies both inspire and frighten the living. Rituals 
and prayers are proffered to the inhabitants of the other realm to keep them there 
so that the lives of the living remain harmonious.  

	 Once a year, the gates of Hell fling open to let these inhabitants out for a 
month-long jaunt amongst the living. It is known that some spirits cannot be 
appeased and they must be left alone to roam the earth, raging and forever seeking 
to be consoled. These spirits are best left to their own devices for there is no 
comforting them, and if you see one, you must flee. But when the spirits start to 
speak, you must listen. They bring with them tales of woe laced with desire; stories 
that ask to be remembered by the living and to be repeated for time immemorial 
lest we forget them.  

	 This is a sad tale of the fate of little girls, mui tsai, who are both powerful and 
helpless. Their stories need to be heard and shared.  

	 It is also a story of forbidden love, magic, and faith: A story of two young 
lovers who must find their place on earth to be together.  

	 Let us begin this tale of love, longing, and lust.  
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Synopsis 

It's August of 1931 in Singapore, sixteen-year old Lim Mei Mei (Ah Mei) arrives at 

the home of Eminent Mister Lee on the eve of the Hungry Ghost Month. She 

has been sold to the family as a mui tsai, an indentured servant girl. At the Lee 

household, Lim Mei Mei's life education begins. There, she encounters the spirit of 

Ah Lian, a mui tsai, who paid the ultimate price for her mistake. Through Ah Lian, 

Ah Mei discovers the plight of the mui tsai, who are both helpless and powerful, and 

uncovers a shameful secret lurking in the shadows of the Lee house. Ah Mei also 

meets and falls in love with Hassan Mohamed, an Indian-muslim and an aspiring 

poet, breaking every clause in the rule book of love in 1930s British Malaya. She 

becomes Hassan's Polar Star, and the young lovers must find a way to stay together. 

Through a twist of fate, Ah Mei finds a solution that will keep her and Hassan 

together, at the same time gaining agency that will secure her own future as an 

uneducated servant girl in British Malaya.  
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Synopsis (Long version) 

It's August of 1931 in Singapore, sixteen-year old LIM MEI MEI (Ah Mei) arrives at 

the home of EMINENT MISTER LEE (70-year old) on the eve of the Hungry Ghost 

Month. She has been sold to the family as a mui tsai, an indentured servant girl. At 

the Lee household, Lim Mei Mei's life education begins. She first meets AH WAN JIE 

(in her late 40s), a salaried servant at the Lee household, who is in charge of all the 

mui tsai. Through Ah Wan Jie, Ah Mei learns about the life and customs of the 

Peranakan-Chinese and becomes privy to NUMBER ONE MADAM’S (early 40s) 

fears and desires.  

As soon as she is acquainted with Ah Wan Jie, Ah Mei encounters the spirit of AH 

LIAN (15-year old), a mui tsai, who paid the ultimate price for her mistake. 

Through Ah Lian, Ah Mei discovers the plight of the mui tsai, who are both helpless 

and powerful, but a ghost can only say so much. It isn’t until Ah Mei meets AH POH 

(13-year old), Number One Madam’s mui tsai that she uncovers the shameful secret 

lurking in the shadows of the Lee house, and discovers Ah Lian’s shame.  

Ah Mei also meets and falls in love with HASSSAN MOHAMED (17-year old), an 

Indian-muslim and an aspiring poet, breaking every clause in the rule book of love 

in 1930s British Malaya. She becomes Hassan's Polar Star, and the young lovers 

must find a way to stay together. Through a twist of fate, Ah Mei finds a solution 

that will keep her and Hassan together, at the same time gaining agency that will 

secure her own future as an uneducated servant girl in British Malaya. !
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Unique Selling Points 

Three Compelling Reasons why you should read The House of Little Sisters: 

1. This is a YA historical fiction that will appeal to the diverse tastes of 

today's readers, weaving various elements such as poetry, folklore and fairytale, 

history, and magic realism. It is a rare hybrid literary work.  

2. The literary narrative will draw you in. The characters from past and present 

add an engaging layer to the thought-provoking story. 

3. The novel encourages discussion on tough issues relating to the past treatment 

of indentured servants that continues to impact on the treatment of migrant 

and domestic workers in today's Singapore. The book also deals with other 

issues such as the treatment of girls in British Malaya within the patriarchal 

immigrant and Straits Chinese communities. It looks at the systemic injustice 

surrounding what the British administration termed 'The Mui Tsai Problem' and 

how this was eventually resolved. Interweaved is yet another important issue 

pertinent to contemporary society -- that of race relations.  
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Author Biography (short) 

Eva Wong Nava was born on a tropical island where a merlion spurts water. Her ancestors 
braved monsoon winds sailing from the Middle Kingdom to British Malaya to plant roots in 
Southeast Asia. Eva has done many things in life, but writing remains her most favourite 
thing to do. She combines degrees in literature and art history and writes stories that 
explore identity, culture, and belonging by adding a dash of magic. Eva has written an 
award-winning middle-grade book and several picture books. She lives in the Land of 
Albion with her family. 

Author Biography (slightly longer) 

Eva Wong Nava was born on a tropical island where a merlion spurts water. Her ancestors 
braved monsoon winds sailing from the Middle Kingdom to British Malaya to plant roots in 
Southeast Asia. When the winds changed, her relatives sailed again and found another 
home somewhere in the western hemisphere, braving snow storms and hail. Eva has done 
many things in life, like banking and teaching, but writing remains her most favourite thing 
to do. She combines degrees in literature and art history and writes stories that explore 
identity, culture, and belonging by adding a dash of magic. Eva has written an award-
winning middle-grade book (Moonbeam Children’s Book Awards, 2018) and several picture 
books. She lives in the Land of Albion with her family, two scampering squirrels, and a regal 
fox. 

You can find out more about her here: https://evawongnava.com 

She can be found on Twitter: https://twitter.com/evawongnava 

and also on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/evawongnava/ 
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Author Biography (long) 

Eva Wong Nava was born on a tropical island where a merlion spurts water. Her ancestors 
braved monsoon winds sailing from the Middle Kingdom to British Malaya to plant roots in 
Southeast Asia. When the winds changed, her relatives sailed again and found another 
home somewhere in the western hemisphere, braving snow storms and hail. Eva has done 
many things in life, like banking and teaching, but writing remains her most favourite thing 
to do. She combines degrees in literature and art history and writes stories that explore 
identity, culture, and belonging by adding a dash of magic. She has forthcoming children’s 
books with Walker Books and Scholastic UK.  

Eva was nominated for the Pushcart Prize for flash fiction. She has written an award-
winning middle-grade novel and several picturebooks. She is more familiarly known as the 
author of Mina’s Magic Malong, which is a picture book that she co-authored with the 
intrepid June Ho. The pair worked closely with Novita Eliza, who provided the fabulous 
illustrations for the story.   

Eva is passionate about seeing more diversity and representation in children’s books, and 
she is an advocate for diversity, inclusion and equality in the publishing industry. She lends 
her words and voice to champion under-represented authors and illustrators, especially 
those from East and Southeast Asian backgrounds. She is the co-founder of KidLit SEA, a 
community of children’s book authors and illustrators, and Picture Book Matters, a 
mentoring platform for aspiring picture book creators in Asia. She has been a speaker at 
the Asian Festival of Children’s Content, and is a member of BESEA KidLit, SCBWI British 
Isles, and the Society of Authors, as well as the Chartered Institute of Editing and 
Proofreading (CIEP). 

Eva is a global citizen, having lived in several countries and a couple of continents, but she 
calls England home. She lives in London with her family, two scampering squirrels, and a 
regal fox. 

You can find out more about her here: https://evawongnava.com!
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Press Information 

Book Information:  

Title & Author: The House of Little Sisters by Eva Wong Nava 

Genre: YA Historical Fiction/S$21.42/240 pages 

ISBN-10  :  9814882275 

ISBN-13: 978-9814882279 

Formats Available:  Paperback, Kindle 

Stocked at: Amazon, Book Depository, Times Books 

Contact Information:  

Alkem Company (S) Pte Ltd  

For the Authorised Distributor (Rest of South East Asia), please use this email: 

enquiry@alkem.com.sg  

Times Publishing Group  

For the Authorised Distributor (Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei) General Sales Enquiries, 
please use this email:  

enquiry@timesdistribution.com.sg  

For Marketing & Publicity, please contact YeLing Goh: 

ylgoh@timesdistribution.com.sg  

Penguin Random House SEAsia:  

For the Publisher, please contact customer support:  

customer.support@penguinrandomhouse.sg  

For information on author talks and school visits, interviews and reviews, please contact 
Eva Wong Nava: 

enquiries@evawongnava.com 

For enquiries about author contacts, reviews of a copy of a book, requests 
for author interviews, information about book launches, press material, 
media queries, please contact Marketing and Promotions: 

communications@penguinrandomhouse.sg!
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Press Release  

For immediate publication  
PENGUIN RELEASES YA HISTORICAL FICTION NOVEL INSPIRED BY THE PLIGHT 
OF BOND-SERVANTS AND MIGRANT WORKERS, AND THE EVILS OF HUMAN 
TRAFFICKING                                 
Author Eva Wong Nava launches THE HOUSE OF LITTLE SISTERS, her debut YA historical 
fiction set in 1930s British Malaya.  

SINGAPORE, 22 February, 2022: Penguin Random House SEA released THE HOUSE OF LITTLE 
SISTERS today. The novel, written by picture book author, Eva Wong Nava, looks at the systemic 
injustice surrounding what the colonial British administration termed the ‘Mui Tsai Problem’ and 
explores whether it was ever resolved. The novel asks, through a cast of fictional characters, what 
the bond-maid or intimate labour system says about our culture (Chinese/East Asian/Southeast 
Asian) in general and interrogates the historical and colonial links to bond-servants and the 
trafficking of humans in contemporary Singapore and Southeast Asia, and why indentured servitude 
is so anchored in our society, developing into the necessary evil that gave traditional women a 
degree of freedom in the past and in contemporary times, liberates modern women, allowing many 
to return to work.  

The novel, aimed at a readership aged between 14 to 18 years, is Eva Wong Nava’s debut YA novel. 
Although categorised as such, due to the age of the novel’s main character, Lim Mei Mei, who is 
sixteen, this literary work can be considered a cross-over novel and can be read by adults. To write 
this work of historical fiction, Eva undertook over 4 years of research while she was living in 
Singapore between 2013 and 2020. But it could be said that her research had already begun when 
she was an expatriate in Paris from 2009 to 2013, where she met a migrant worker, named Maria, 
who was enslaved by her employer for more than ten years before she ran away, only to be caught by 
the authorities and finally deported because she had no papers. Like the many migrant workers, 
who are ‘sans papiers’, in France, Maria endured half a life-time of harrowing hardship and pain 
because she was a person without proper documentation, whose income was needed by her family 
back in her home country. Although Eva was acquainted with Maria for only a short time, she 
promised herself that she would find a way to tell Maria’s story. When she sojourned in Singapore, 
Eva met many migrant workers who shared their personal stories with her and these included their 
lived experiences of physical and psychological abuse, long working hours with minimum pay, and of 
how they missed their families back home. Eva realised that indentured servitude still exists but is 
disguised and covered in euphemisms. This made her curious about the history of bond-servants and 
she pored over historical documents, read through reams of research papers on migration, 
especially of Chinese female migration to Southeast Asia, and spoke to many migrant workers. When 
she returned to the United Kingdom in July 2020, she hunkered down to write the novel under 
lockdown. In writing this novel, Eva was forced to look at her own ambivalent emotions regarding  
her relationships with the many migrant workers she had employed over the years, who have 
helped her with childcare and housework. Using the literary device of fiction, she explored and 
worked through these feelings in her novel.  

THE HOUSE OF LITTLE SISTERS is a story that weaves Southeast Asian folklore and a Chinese 
fairytale and folk religion with history and  magic realism, combined with poetry to frame a 
historical event, the Mui Tsai Ordinance, that came into law in Singapore in 1932. This debut YA 
historical novel is important and must be read, lest we forget the plight of female bond servants, 
many of whom were our grandmothers, whose sacrifices must be remembered for posterity.  

For more information, please visit https://evawongnava.com 

Fo r p u b l i c i t y m a t t e r s a n d a u t h o r i n t e r v i e w s , p l e a s e e m a i l Pa l l av i Na r ay a n : 
pnarayan@penguinrandomhouse.in !
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Press Release (short) 

For immediate publication  
PENGUIN RELEASES YA HISTORICAL FICTION NOVEL INSPIRED BY THE PLIGHT 
OF BOND-SERVANTS AND MIGRANT WORKERS, AND THE EVILS OF HUMAN 
TRAFFICKING                                 
Author Eva Wong Nava launches THE HOUSE OF LITTLE SISTERS, her debut YA historical 
fiction set in 1930s British Malaya.  

SINGAPORE, 22 February, 2022: Penguin Random House SEA released THE HOUSE OF LITTLE 
SISTERS today. The novel, written by picture book author, Eva Wong Nava, looks at the systemic 
injustice surrounding what the colonial British administration termed the ‘Mui Tsai Problem’ and 
explores whether it was ever resolved. The novel asks, through a cast of fictional characters, what 
the bond-maid or intimate labour system says about our culture (Chinese/East Asian/Southeast 
Asian) in general and interrogates the historical and colonial links to bond-servants and the 
trafficking of humans in contemporary Singapore and Southeast Asia, and why indentured servitude 
is so anchored in our society, developing into the necessary evil that gave traditional women a 
degree of freedom in the past and in contemporary times, liberates modern women, allowing many 
to return to work. 

THE HOUSE OF LITTLE SISTERS is a story that weaves Southeast Asian folklore and a Chinese 
fairytale and folk religion with history and  magic realism, combined with poetry to frame a 
historical event, the Mui Tsai Ordinance, that came into law in Singapore in 1932. This debut YA 
historical novel is important and must be read, lest we forget the plight of female bond servants, 
many of whom were our grandmothers, whose sacrifices must be remembered for posterity.  

For more information, please visit https://evawongnava.com 

Fo r p u b l i c i t y m a t t e r s a n d a u t h o r i n t e r v i e w s , p l e a s e e m a i l Pa l l av i Na r ay a n : 
pnarayan@penguinrandomhouse.in!
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Author Q&A 

Here are some suggested questions you can ask me: 

1. What inspired you to write The House of Little Sisters?  
2. What does the title mean? 
3. It’s your debut YA novel — how long did it take you to write it? 
4. You’re primarily a picture book author, what made you write for a different age 

group/audience?  
5. Why historical fiction? How hard was it to weave fact with fiction?  
6. Can you tell me more about the book? For example, why did it have to be 

historical fiction? 
7. What did you learn when writing this novel? 
8. Why did you choose to write for children?  
9. Are any of the characters inspired by real people?  
10.If you could choose, who is your favourite character?  
11.You’ve explored some very challenging themes in your novel, what made you 

choose the topic for your book?  
12.The theme of human trafficking is very strong in your novel—is your book about 

this?  
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Book Club Questions 

1. The novel started with a different title, before it was changed to The House of The Little 
Sisters, what do you think the title could have been previously? Why do you think the 
editor changed the title? [hint: it included the name of a heritage food.] 

2. What do you think of the current title? Do you think it reflects the themes in the novel?  

3. (a) Which character did you relate to the most, and why?  (b) What chapter or scenes 
resonated with you the most, and why? 

4. What were Ah Wan Jie’s motivations throughout the novel? Explain why you felt this 
way.  

5. Critiques have said that Ah Mei could have done more, do you agree? (a) What more 
could Ah Mei have done? (b) If you were in Ah Mei’s shoes, what would you have done? 

6. Before reading The House of the Little Sisters did you know about the Mui Tsai 
Ordinance of 1932? Does the novel inspire you to want to learn more about the Mui Tsai 
Problem in British Malaya? What do you understand about indentured servitude?  

7. Why did the author choose to write in the character of Shirin Fozdar? Have you heard of 
Shirin Fozdar before reading this novel? Do you think that Shirin Fozdar is a feminist, 
and why? What does feminism mean to you?  

8. Some readers have commented on the character of Percy Lee, speculating that he could 
have been in love with Ah Mei — were there any parts in the novel where you felt this 
way? What is the significance of Percy Lee’s character in the story?  

9. Are you convinced by Hassan’s love for Ah Mei? How do you think their relationship 
would have developed? Do you think that as a couple Ah Mei and Hassan have a future 
together, given the setting? 

10. How did you feel about the novel’s ending? What do the symbolisms at the end mean to 
you? How would you change the ending if you could change it?  

11. This is considered an Own Voices story. What do you think #ownvoices is about? 

12. Bonus question: Who do you think the man with the glass eye is, and why? 
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